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introduction to ghost recon: future soldier: ghost recon: future soldier takes you into a futuristic world where the lines between military and civilian have been blurred, making it up to you to decide who is a friend and who is an enemy. your main goal in ghost
recon: future soldier is to strike at the enemies infrastructure and supply lines in the war-torn region of oasis, while staying off the radar of the enemy. the enemy is not the only thing you will have to worry about. defending your extraction point is not just a matter

of firepower but also of speed and stealth. you must plan every move, aware that the slightest lapse in concentration could be your last. ghost recon: future soldier makes players fully immersed in the deadly, high-tech world of the united states 10 years after a
global war between the us and china has left the country in ruins. the player will take control of the ghosts, elite u.s. special forces soldiers who have been charged with combating terrorists and keeping the peace in a post-war, modern-day world. the player must

help the ghosts complete their missions and take down the terrorist group, known as "the janjaweed," which is using oasis as its supply line. ghost recon: future soldier lets players experience all the excitement of the ghost recon franchise, including a high-
intensity shooter experience that challenges players to overcome the dangers of future warfare with the latest weapons, tactics, and vehicles. ghost recon future soldier is the next chapter in tom clancys revolutionary real-time tactical shooter series. developed by
ubisoft montreal, ghost recon future soldier is the ultimate online playground for the fans of tom clancys ghost recon franchise. with the next-generation game engine, more than 8 hours of gameplay and over 2500 animations, ghost recon future soldier is the next-

generation of ghost recon.
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as "the janjaweed," which is using oasis as its supply line. ghost

recon: future soldier lets players experience all the excitement of
the ghost recon franchise, including a high-intensity shooter

experience that challenges players to overcome the dangers of
future warfare with the latest weapons, tactics, and vehicles.
ghost recon future soldier is the next chapter in tom clancys
revolutionary real-time tactical shooter series. developed by

ubisoft montreal, ghost recon future soldier is the ultimate online
playground for the fans of tom clancys ghost recon franchise.
with the next-generation game engine, more than 8 hours of
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